Columbia Basin

Water Monitoring
Collaborative
A Transboundary Water Data
Solution for the Columbia Basin

Fresh water is critical to our health, our
communities and our economic future.
Photo: Damien Richard,
Lake of the Hanging Glacier, Purcell Mountains

Yet the global supply of fresh water is under constant threat from
increasing demands for human and industrial uses and climate
change impacts. In the face of these mounting pressures,
monitoring water use and distribution is essential to balance the
fresh water needs of citizens, industry and ecosystem services.
Through the Columbia Basin Water Hub, the Columbia Basin
Water Monitoring Collaborative will make critical water data
readily available in order to facilitate informed decision
making around the Columbia Basin’s fresh water supply.

A project facilitated by
Living Lakes Canada

Thank you to our funders and supporters:

What is the Monitoring Collaborative?
The Columbia Basin Water Monitoring Collaborative is a coordinated
effort to establish a standardized framework for the collection and
storage of water data for the transboundary Columbia Basin.
The Monitoring Collaborative:
• provides an open source, easily accessible water data hub for
communities to access.
• supports water-based monitoring projects that help answer Basinwide knowledge gaps needed for informed decision-making.
• is a resource for monitoring equipment, training, and professional
advice for community-based water monitoring groups.
The vision is for the Monitoring Collaborative is that it becomes
an independent, standalone entity with a provincially-legitimized
governance structure.

High Priority Water-Related
Knowledge Gaps:
1. High elevation data
2. Peak glacial melt
3. Basin annual water yield
4. Snow trends
5. Wetlands
6. Groundwater
7. Evaporation rates
8. Permafrost
9. Climate modes

Why is it needed?
British Columbia is currently lacking a comprehensive and collaborative,
province-wide approach and methodology to water monitoring.
The development of the Monitoring Collaborative was initiated to
coordinate such an effort for the Columbia Basin, where water resources
and aquatic ecosystems are rapidly changing as a consequence of
land use and climate change, revealing alarming gaps in scientific
understanding.
Two Columbia Basin Trust reports — Water Monitoring and Climate
Change in the Upper Columbia Basin: Summary of Current Status
and Opportunities (I of II), and Guidance Information for Planning
Monitoring Programs (II of II) — identify the water-related knowledge
gaps in the Columbia Basin and outline preliminary guidance for steps
required to fill these gaps. These CBT reports were the premise for the
Monitoring Collaborative, building a coordinated approach to help
answer local and regional scale questions about current and future
hydrological conditions that affect communities and ecosystems.
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Who is involved?
The Monitoring Collaborative is facilitated by
Living Lakes Canada with direction and oversight
provided by a 50-member, cross-sector Advisory
Committee composed of three sub-committees:
Science Sub-Committee, IT Sub-Committee and
Sub-Steering Committee. The Advisory Committee
includes all levels of government, First Nations,
community groups, academia, and the forestry,
mining, agriculture and tourism sectors. This

cross-sector approach ensures that multi-sector priority
monitoring needs are understood.
The Monitoring Collaborative has support from:
• International Network of Basin Organizations
• Ministry of Environment and Climate Change Strategy
• Columbia Basin Watershed Network - member groups
• Minister of Environment and Climate Change Strategy
George Heyman

“The biggest challenge that the Monitoring Collaborative could address is
understanding the effects of climate change on water and aquatic ecosystems.
A first step towards this goal is to understand the current state of water in the Basin,
accomplished by adopting a water balance approach (that could) expand and
build upon existing projects being conducted by stewardship groups.”
~ Dr. Natasha Neumann, Research Hydrologist with the BC Ministry of Forests, Lands, Natural Resource Operations
and Rural Development on behalf of the Monitoring Collaborative Science Sub-Steering Committee

How will it be funded?
Short-term: Living Lakes Canada raises funds
to facilitate the Monitoring Collaborative.

How does the Columbia Basin
Water Hub work?
In hydrology, a Water Balance equation can be used
to describe the flow of water in and out of a system. The
Monitoring Collaborative supports data collection for water
balance studies in the Columbia Basin, used for subsequent
sub-drainage water budgets.
For this Basin-wide approach, a user-friendly open source
data hub, called the Columbia Basin Water Hub, has been
developed, which includes data storage protocols and
data sharing agreements. In addition to water balance
data, other types of watershed-related data collected by
community water monitoring groups, First Nations and all
levels of government will be linked through the Columbia
Basin Water Hub as well.
The Columbia Basin Water Hub provides a digital access
point to store both new and previously collected water
data, allowing for Columbia Basin-related water data sets
to be easily accessible and shareable. The data is housed
in tandem with or linked to government databases to help
users have a better understanding of the 10 watershed
subregions in the Columbia Basin and to support improved
watershed management by decision makers.

Interim: (2020-2023) Living Lakes Canada
works to create a long-term sustainable
funding model.
Long-term: The Monitoring Collaborative is
an entity with an attached trust/endowment
fund to support community-based water
monitoring groups with priority monitoring
sites, and data storage with a fee-for-service
model to maintain the database managed
by a governing body.

Types of Dataset File Formats
There are no limits to the types of file
formats that can be uploaded to the Water
Hub. A dataset could be as little as one
PDF report with the associated metadata
required to provide context to the report
and to make it searchable. Examples of file
formats include:
• Zip file
• PDF
• Video recordings
• JPEG
• Lidar
• XLS, CSV
• Orthophoto
• HTML link
aerial imaging
• Shape file

